Universities as the Means of Enhancing the Competitiveness of Industry

Date: Thursday 20. 10. 2022 from 1 p.m. (approx. 2 hours including discussion)
Place: Refectory – House of Professed, Malostranské nám. 2/25, Prague 1
Lecturer: Prof. Daniel Feszty (Head of Audi Hungaria Department of Whole Vehicle Engineering at Széchenyi István University in Győr, Hungary)

Based on the personal experiences of the speaker, this talk aims to provide an overview of the philosophies of the university-based research and education in two distinct, but in many aspects similar sectors: the aerospace engineering sector of Canada and of the automotive sector of Hungary.

It is necessary to register for the event (no later than 19. 10. 2022):

https://mff.cuni.cz/akceofs